
Caring for Your Land With a Skid Steer Power Rake

If you’re looking for a skid steer attachment that handles the toughest landscaping applications with ease, the 
skid steer power rake is what you need. These devices make every step of the land care process smoother and 
more efficient. However, while these machines can streamline these jobs, it’s still important that you know their 
distinct functions and how to make the best use of them. This is how to care for your land with a skid steer 
power rake.

A Breakdown of the Power Rake

Before we can delve into using your power rake, it’s important to know what these pieces of equipment are. 
Skid steer power rakes consist of a spiked rotary blade that spins both forward and backward. When in 
operation, these machines help unearth lop layer debris to help smooth out areas of land. This process, known as 
soil conditioning, is the first key step in a series of different landscaping projects. Skid steer power rakes are 
incredibly powerful with the ability to cover larger sections of land in less time.

Skid Steer Power Rake Applications

As mentioned previously, skid steer power rakes are incredibly effective soil conditioners for landscaping 
purposes. These bidirectional power rake cylinders spin through the soil and smooth it out for optimal leveling. 
This way, you can properly lay concrete for driveways, walkways, and parking lots. With the right power rake 
in your arsenal, you can ensure every landscape is properly leveled for additional projects and that no hidden 
debris will get in your way. Power rakes also include protected hoses and powder coatings for maximum 
durability regardless of the type of ground you’re working on. So, you can go into your work confident that your 
attachment can handle it.

McLaren’s Multi Purpose Power Rake Features a 4 in 1 Bucket

Power rakes are an essential part of professional level landscaping, and we at McLaren provide a product that 
exceeds expectations. Our multi purpose power rakes aren’t just effective soil conditioners, but great all-around 
landscaping machines as well. With an additional bucket built onto the frame, these products can grapple debris, 
back drag, and plow as well. As such, you’ll never need to switch attachments between landscaping tasks when 
caring for your land with a skid steer power rake. Simply replace the bucket to move soil, pull the bucket up to 
spread dirt, and activate the power rake to condition and finish the job.

Contact McLaren Industries for the best skid steer power rake attachments in the business. We pride ourselves 
on producing the highest-performing four-in-one power rake attachments and are always looking for 
innovations that give you an edge. In switching to McLaren, you gain everything you could ever need in one 
diverse product. Reach out to us here or give us a call at  800.836.0040 to learn more about our equipment.
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